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1  INTRODUCTION 
All today's wireless communication systems contain one key element, an antenna 
of some form. This antenna serves as the transducer between the controlled energy 
residing within the system and the radiated energy existing in free space. In order to 
satisfy the system requirements, a suitable antenna must be chosen and its 
performance must be evaluated.  
The characterization of the antenna performance can be achieved by measurement 
in the near-field region or far-field region of the antenna. Information available from 
field measurements includes: far-field pattern, antenna gain, antenna directivity, 
axial ratio, beamwidth, phase center position etc. [1]. 
 
Fig. 1 Exterior fields of radiating antenna 
Fig. 1 depicts the regions into which the exterior fields of a radiating antenna are 
commonly divided. The transitions between these regions are not distinct and 
changes between them are gradual [1][3].  
The reactive near-field region is the region close to the antenna and up to about 
λ/2π away from any radiating surface. λ is the wavelength. In the reactive region, 
the energy decays very rapidly with distance. In the radiating near-field region, the 
average energy density remains fairly constant at different distances from the 
antenna, although there are localized energy fluctuations. 
The near-field test system measures the energy in the radiating near-field region 
and converts those measurements by a Fourier transform into the far-field result. 
The radiating near-field region extends from the reactive region boundary out to a 
distance defined as, 2D2/λ with D being the largest dimension of the antenna 
aperture. The far-field region is beyond this distance where the angular distribution 
of the energy does not vary with distance, and the power level decays according to 
the inverse square law with distance. 
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2  NEAR-FIELD MEASUREMENT  
Near-field measurements are used where large antennas are to be tested indoors in 
a relatively small space. This type of range uses a small RF probe antenna which is 
scanned over a surface surrounding the test antenna. During the measurement, near-
field information is collected over a discrete matrix of points. This data is then 
transformed to the far-field using suitable techniques [1]. The resulting far-field data 
can then be displayed in the same formats as conventional far-field antenna 
measurements. 
2.1   CONVENTIONAL MEASUREMENT METHODS 
Standard measuring methods in the near-field assume scanning of the amplitude 
and phase of the electric field [1]-[3]. Measurement of antenna near-field is 
performed in the near-field region lying in the range of distances λ and 2D2/λ. 
Magnetic and electric field propagate almost with zero phase shifts in this region, as 
it is in a far field. The knowledge of the electric field will be considered for this 
reason.  
Assume that the AUT radiates only into the right half-space and planar scanning 
area is located at defined distance from the AUT (Fig. 2). In the basic layout of the 
measuring site, the probe must be connected to the level meter (usually vector 
analyzer) by means of appropriate transmission lines, such as coaxial cable or 
waveguide. And this entails two main disadvantages of these standard methods [4]:  
• Metal transmission lines, which are in the vicinity of the measured antenna, 
greatly distort the field by the local short-circuiting tangential components of 
electric field. This occurs even when using very thin lines.  
• Flexible transmission line does not usually provide adequate stability of 
amplitude and phase measurements at high frequencies.  
 
Fig. 2 Setup of the conventional near-field measurements [4] 
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For these two reasons, the direct measurement (amplitude and phase) method is 
not suitable for testing the near-field in the vicinity of the antenna at high 
frequencies. 
The NF-FF transformation procedures are based usually on the knowledge of near 
field complex values. A suitable numerical processing is then applied for the far 
field reconstruction. Several transformation schemes have been developed for 
different geometries of the scanning surface, the choice among them being made 
according to the radiating properties of the AUT and to the required hardware 
complexity. In fact a trade-off between the mechanical specifications on the 
scanning system and the numerical processing complexity must be made. 
For my doctoral thesis, cylindrical and planar scanning was chosen. Firstly, they 
are relatively simple and they represent the basic measurement method in the near-
field. Secondly, they belong among the most widespread and most appropriate 
methods for their versatility. Cylindrical scanning is often used for antennas which 
have a narrow pattern on one axis and a broad pattern on a second axis but can be 
used also for directional antennas. Planar scanning is suitable for high-gain 
antennas. 
2.2   CONTEMPORARY PHASE RETRIEVAL METHODS  
As was already mentioned, high accuracy in the reconstructed pattern requires 
high accuracy in the measured amplitude and phase of the near field. Such accuracy 
is much more difficult to achieve for the phase measurement than for the amplitude 
one. In fact, the probe positioning errors of the scanning system result essentially in 
uncertainties on the detected phase. Furthermore, the phase measurement is more 
sensitive to the equipment inaccuracies than the amplitude one. Therefore, it is 
necessary to use sophisticated measuring devices, which, however, are 
correspondingly costly. With increasing frequency, the complexity and cost of these 
devices is increasing significantly. Efforts to avoid the phase measurement lead 
through phaseless measurements, i.e. to obtain radiation patterns in the far region 
from only the knowledge of the amplitude distribution in the near region.  
Phase retrieval techniques are based on phaseless measurements in the near 
region. Phase information is then restored using numerical minimize and iterative 
methods. The idea of the phase reconstruction from only the amplitude is not 
completely new; it comes from other scientific areas of the electromagnetic theory, 
especially from optics domain and electron microscopy. In the antennas domain, the 
idea appeared in the 1980s and the first works interested in near-field measurement 
based on amplitude only were published by Naples group of scientists at the 
beginning of the 1990s [8]. They used the method of functional minimization for 
reconstruction of phases. During the 1990s, the scientists from the University of 
California (UCLA) started to solve the problem of phase reconstruction too. In 
contrast to Italian group they use simple Fourier iterative algorithm [13].  
At the beginning of the 2000s, local optimization procedure utilizing phaseless 
electric field data over arbitrary shaped surfaces for the reconstruction of an 
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equivalent magnetic current density which represents the radiating structure or an 
antenna under test was exploited [16]. In an attempt to make use of the benefits of 
interferometric and functional methods, a novel hybrid procedure for far-field 
reconstruction from phaseless near-field data was proposed by a scientist from 
university of Calabria in 2005 [8]. Basically, interferometric approach was adopted 
to retrieve the near-field phase from amplitude-only measurements, which were 
collected by a simple microstrip circuit used in conjunction with two identical 
probes moving on the scanning surface. 
2.2.1 Current minimization methods 
Functional minimization method 
The functional minimization method is based on the minimization of the 
difference between the calculated amplitudes and measured ones on two surfaces in 
the near-field region. The aim is to reveal the minimal function representing the 
complex intensity of the electric field distribution. If the phase distribution is known, 
we are able to determine the antenna radiation patterns. 
Known minimization algorithms were used to solve the functional. These 
algorithms can be divided into local and global ones. The local minimization is used 
when choosing an initial estimate in the area of the global minimum. In contrast, the 
use of the global algorithm is not conditioned by any choice of the initial estimation, 
but the convergence can slow down [4]. 
Appropriate choice of the minimizing method and proper geometric arrangement 
of scanning planes affect significantly the resulting accuracy of the reconstructed 
radiation patterns. At present, the functional minimization is mainly based on the 
local minimization methods (e.g. the Newton method) [8]. Generally, a functional 
has not only one minimum, but shows, except global minimum, several local 
minima. The number of local minima increases with increasing error rate of 
measured amplitudes [12]. To ensure that the minimizing process does not get stuck 
in a local minimum, several approaches can be used. 
• Appropriate choice of the initial estimate of the field distribution which must 
lie in the area of the global minima (roughly measured phase on one of the scanning 
plane) [9]. 
• Modified functional in the form which shows no local minima [10]. Necessary 
condition for local minima elimination is to use the measured amplitude data which 
have minimal mutual correlation. This can be achieved by the maximum separation 
of the scanning planes [10]. This limitation has been overcome by using two 
scanning probes instead of the two scanning planes [11]. In practical terms, it means 
replacing two sets of the measured amplitude on the two planes with two sets of the 
measured amplitude on a single plane, but using two different measuring probes 
(with different radiation patterns).  
• Using global optimization techniques for finding the global minimum. Particle 
swarm optimization was used for minimizing of the functional [4]. In contrast to the 
local minimization, the use of the global approach is not conditioned by the choice 
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of the initial estimate and an additional modification of the minimized functional. 
On the other hand, minimizing process is not able to reach accurate results and also 
the convergence is relatively very slow. 
Fourier iterative algorithm 
Fourier iterative algorithm (FIA) also minimizes the similarly defined functional. 
Initial estimate is refined in every step and the whole cycle is finished when 
difference between the current and the previous value is less than the defined value 
or when the difference between measured and estimated amplitudes is less than 
required accuracy. Iterative algorithm is simpler and more straightforward compared 
to the method of functional minimization since it does not need to implement any 
numerical methods to minimize the functional [13]. On the other hand, convergence 
can be slower than by using numerical methods. 
The success of using Fourier iterative algorithm as well as other local methods 
depends on the choice of the initial estimation of the electric field on the antenna 
aperture. If this initial estimation is very rough, the method can get stuck in a local 
minimum [13]. Recently, the initial estimation was obtained by phase distribution 
roughly measured on one of the scanning planes [14]. At present, it is the electric 
field distribution on the antenna aperture obtained by transformation of the 
amplitude distribution from the first scanning plane and followed by cutting to the 
size of the antenna aperture which is used for the choice of the initial estimation [4]. 
The disadvantage is that this estimation can not be used for antennas with 
significantly non-uniform distribution in the antenna aperture. Further, the global 
optimization technique, differential evolutionary algorithm (DEA), is used in 
conjunction with Fourier iterative algorithm [15]. 
2.3   DISSERTATION AIMS 
Currently, the standard measurement of the near field (measuring amplitude and 
phase) are implemented in commercial products and NF-FF transformations are 
brought to perfection at all three types of basic scanning surfaces. Further research 
in this near field measurements could be aimed at the new scanning geometries and 
the transformations from near to far field but this is practically impossible without 
the appropriate equipment. Therefore, searching for the new procedures in the 
conventional near field measurements is not considered fruitful. 
2.3.1 Effective minimization of the functional 
Phaseless measurements still represent a current and open problem. This is 
especially true with respect to the effective minimization of functional which is the 
biggest issue connected with these methods. Currently,  additional information about 
the measured antenna, rough phase measurement on the whole scanning surface or 
global optimization are used in minimization methods to avoid getting stuck in a 
local minimum. One of the main aims of this thesis lies in effective minimization of 
the functional.  
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Minimization functional methods suffer from large computational efforts, 
especially in the cases when we have to analyze radiation properties of electrically 
large antenna. In this case, the problem description comprises several thousands of 
unknowns, and CPU-time demands of the minimizing process are enormous. Under 
these circumstances, there is the idea of representation of the unknown electric field 
distribution by a few coefficients.  
In this thesis, the novel method combines global optimization with compression 
method. The global optimization method (GO) is used for minimizing the functional 
and compression method (CoM) is used for reducing the number of unknown 
variables. This algorithm is used for obtaining the initial estimation.  To reach global 
minima with sufficient accuracy, the common Fourier iterative algorithm is 
subsequently used.  
In order to make this algorithm effective, investigation of using amplitude from 
only one scanning plane for reconstruction of radiation pattern will be discussed. 
Thus, the process of obtaining retrieved phase is simplified and made faster.  
2.3.2 Application of the novel phase retrieval algorithm for cylindrical 
geometry 
From the mathematical point of view, the planar phase retrieval schemes are least 
difficult. Their implementation is very easy and therefore they are the subject of the 
most functional based phase retrieval techniques. Since the cylindrical phase 
retrieval techniques have received considerably less attention, the novel approach 
will be applied also for cylindrical geometry which is suitable mainly for antennas 
having a narrow pattern on one axis and a broad pattern on a second axis.  
3  EFFECTIVE MINIMIZATION OF FUNCTIONAL 
Both these functional approaches have some disadvantages. Fourier iterative 
algorithm is conditioned by the choice of the initial estimate lying in the area of the 
global minimum. On the other hand, global optimizations allow the choice of a 
random initial estimate but minimizing process is not able to reach precise results 
and also the convergence is relatively slow. However, there is the possibility to 
combine the global optimization and the Fourier iterative algorithm [7]. First, the 
minimization algorithm is used to find an initial estimate lying in the area of the 
global minimum. The second part consists of the common Fourier iterative 
algorithm improving the initial estimate. We will pay particular attention to the 
minimization method. 
Under these circumstances, the properties of minimization algorithm are 
investigated. Selection of the minimization approach, the optimization technique and 
the appropriate functional influence mainly properties of the algorithm. To reveal 
the global minimum area faster, the possibilities of accelerating minimization 
algorithm are also considered. An algorithm of such design works very effectively in 
case of electrically small antennas.  
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Problem description comprises several thousands of unknowns, and CPU-time 
demands of the minimizing process are enormous especially when we have to 
analyze radiation properties of electrically large antennas. Under these 
circumstances, the unknown electric field distribution can be represented by a few 
coefficients. A novel method combining global optimization with a compression 
method is presented in a different part of this thesis. 
Other investigations are focused on the possibilities of using amplitude from only 
one scanning plane for reconstruction of radiation pattern. 
3.1   NOVEL PHASE RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM 
The novel method combining global optimization with compression method is 
also based on amplitude measurements in two different distances from AUT. The 
GO is used for minimizing the fitness function (functional) and the CoM is used for 
reducing the number of unknown variables [20], [20].  
To reveal of the global minimum faster, different analyses of the minimization 
method properties were performed. The choice of the minimization approach, the 
optimization method, the CoM and the choice of the functional were investigated 
because they influence mainly the properties of the novel algorithm. On the base of 
these analyses, the minimization algorithm is designed [20], [21], [24].  
3.1.1 GO/CoM/FIA method  
The goal of the algorithm is to reveal the minimal function representing the 
complex intensity of the electric field distribution on the aperture of the measured 
antenna. If the phase distribution on the aperture is known, both, phase distribution 
on both scanning planes and the antenna radiation patterns can be determined. The 
algorithm assumes knowledge of amplitude sets on two scanning planes, scanning 
planes distances from the AUT and dimensions of the AUT (shown in Fig. 3).  
 
Fig. 3 Principle of the GO/CoM/FIA method 
On the basis of the previous analysis, the minimization algorithm was designed. 
Unlike [4], the new minimizing approach is exploited in functional based method. 
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This approach based on the principle of the FIA shows much better convergence 
properties. Due to exploitation of the GO, the algorithm is not conditioned by any 
choice of the initial estimate lying in the area of the global  minimum but the 
convergence can slow down.  From this point of view, two optimization techniques 
were chosen, Real-Coded Genetic algorithm and Particle Swarm optimization. 
Which method will be used depends on the number of optimized variables.  
Two image compression methods were considered for reducing the number of 
unknown variables and due to better compression properties the discrete cosine 
transform (DCT) is chosen for reconstruction of the radiation patterns [18].  
The choice of the minimizing functional is also very important. According to the 
analysis the fitness function was selected and has the following form [21]: 
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In formulas, E1(i, j) and E2(i, j) are the computed complex electric field values in 
the point i, j on the first scanning surface and the second one, respectively. ( )jiM ,~1  
and ),(~ 2 jiM  are the measured amplitudes in the point i, j on the first scanning 
surface and the second one, respectively.  
The flow chart of the minimization algorithm exploiting GO and CoM is depicted 
in Fig. 4. First, random initial guess of the DCT coefficients is made. After the 
inverse DCT is carried out, we obtain electric field distribution on the antenna 
aperture. Zero padding is applied to the distribution to get the same extension as the 
scanning surfaces have. After this operation, the initial electric field on aperture is 
transformed (using FFT) to the plane wave spectrum (PWS) and moved by the 
propagation constant to the distance of the first scanning plane. In the next step, the 
calculated amplitudes of the first plane are replaced with the measured ones. The 
resultant field is then propagated to the next plane, and the calculated amplitudes of 
the second plane are again replaced with the measured ones. Field in second plane is 
projected back to first plane and the error function is calculated according the same 
fitness function (1) but only for first plane. 
We have to take into account that the lossy compression method is used so the 
accuracy of retrieved far-field may not be sufficient in some cases. Then the 
accuracy of the retrieval scheme can be improved by a local method. So, in the next 
phase, the FIA which minimizes the same functional is chosen to improve the initial 
estimate obtained by minimization method. Flowchart of the FIA is depicted in    
Fig. 17. 
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Fig. 4 Flow chart of the minimization algorithm exploiting the global optimization and the 
compression method 
3.1.2 Comparison of novel minimization algorithm with others 
Most current algorithms use the local methods to minimize of the functional 
purely [8] - [11], eventually a simple iteration [13], [14]. But, they require 
appropriate choice of the initial estimate, or they have certain restrictions on the 
minimum distance between scanning planes, etc. The use of global optimization 
techniques to find the initial estimate is relatively new and it brings considerable 
simplification and acceleration of the whole minimization [4], [15]. Their 
implementation is very simple and takes only a few lines of the source code. 
Moreover, because the field distribution on the antenna aperture is minimized (not 
the field on some of the scanning planes), the minimization is computationally 
inexpensive and faster. At the same time, the use of GO reduces the number of the 
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Fourier transformations performed to a half compared with the algorithm presented 
in [9]. This speeds up the whole minimization significantly again. 
 
Fig. 5 Comparison of the till now published algorithm and designed one 
 
Fig. 6 Comparison of convergence properties for algorithms without DCT and with DCT 
Fig. 5 compares the published minimization method exploiting PSO [4] with the 
designed one. Comparison is carried out for data of the horn antenna, so only 390 
unknown were optimized. In this case RVGA was used and it is obvious that much 
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better convergence behavior compared with minimization algorithm in [7] can be 
obtained by suitable choice of minimization algorithm parameters. 
In Fig. 6, we can see the comparison of convergence properties for minimization 
algorithm without the DCT and with the DCT. The convergence properties were 
investigated for the antenna with 7 442 unknowns. As it is obvious, the algorithm 
using the DCT exhibits better convergence properties. Although the implementation 
of the compression method is a quite time-consuming operation, the algorithm 
brings remarkable optimization time savings. The algorithm with the DCT is 
approximately eight times faster than without it. It is because only a fraction of the 
coefficients representing searched electric field on antenna aperture is optimized.  
  
3.1.3 Application of GO/CoM/FIA method for radiation pattern 
reconstructions 
The verification of the described novel method was carried out on the radiation 
pattern reconstruction of the antenna array and the lens antenna. The antenna array 
(13×27 elements) is analyzed at 10 GHz and has 1 271 complex unknowns. 
The measurements of the lens antenna for the analysis were carried out at Aalto 
University School of Science and Technology, Finland (formerly TKK Helsinki 
University of Technology). The lens antenna and the measurement setup are briefly 
described in [8]. The lens antenna with the reflector diameter of 60 mm was 
analyzed at frequency 310 GHz and has 18 225 complex unknowns.  
The antenna array 
In the case of the antenna array the algorithm without DCT was used. The 
possibility of using initial estimate (consisting of amplitude obtained from the first 
scanning plane and uniform phase distribution) and the combination of different 
functionals was investigated for accelerating the radiation pattern reconstructions.  
The far-field results obtained after using the novel method are shown in Fig. 7 and 
Fig. 8. The reconstructed radiation patterns are in a good agreement with the pattern 
obtained by the direct transformation of the complex near field.  
To conclude, it was found out that if we reconstruct the radiation pattern of 
antenna having relatively simple electric field distribution on antenna aperture and 
the radiation pattern perpendicular to the scanning plane, we can use initial estimate 
obtained from the first scanning plane as estimate lying in the area of the global 
minimum. If the antenna has more complex electric field distribution on antenna 
aperture, the application of the designed minimization method is preferable.  
It was also found out that the designed algorithm using combination of functionals 
and exhibits faster convergence rate and more precise reconstructions than in the 
case where only the functional is used but the accuracy obtained by minimizing 
algorithm is not sufficient in most cases. So if the precise knowledge of the antenna 
radiation patterns is required, it is necessary to use the local minimization method 
(FIA) for their refinement [21]. 
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Fig. 7 Reconstructed H plane radiation pattern of the antenna array after applying method 
 
Fig. 8 Reconstructed E plane radiation pattern of the antenna array after applying method 
The first part of the designed algorithm uses global optimization to find the initial 
estimate, which lies in the area of global minimum. The use of GO to minimize the 
functional brings a significant simplification and acceleration of the whole 
minimization. The implementation of the global optimization is very simple and 
takes only a few lines of source code. Since the minimized field distribution on the 
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antenna aperture is always smaller than the electric field distribution on the scanning 
plane, the algorithm is faster and computationally less expensive. The second part of 
the minimizing algorithm is the FIA which improves the initial estimate obtained by 
the GO. The attainable accuracy of the obtained radiation patterns after applying the 
designed algorithm with FIA is comparable with other published methods, 
especially with methods based on local minimization of functional [4], [8] - [11] and 
[13].  
An algorithm designed in this way works very effectively for electrically small 
antennas. But especially when we have to analyze radiation properties of electrically 
large antennas, the problem description comprises several thousands of unknowns, 
and CPU-time demands of the minimizing process are enormous. Using image 
compression method is necessary.  
The Teflon lens antenna 
In case of the lens antenna the solution space contains 18 225 complex parameters 
which optimal values should be found out and only approximately 900 coefficients 
(5 % of all the coefficients) were used for the initial reconstruction of the phases and 
amplitudes on the antenna aperture by PSO/DCT method. The far-field results 
obtained after applying the designed method are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. The 
agreement between the far-field obtained from the retrieved and directly measured 
near-field amplitude and phase is excellent in domain kx/k (ky/k) = ±0.4. 
 
Fig. 9 Reconstructed H plane radiation pattern of the lens antenna and comparison with radiation 
pattern obtained from measured complex near field 
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Fig. 10 Reconstructed E plane radiation pattern of the lens antenna and comparison with radiation 
pattern obtained from measured complex near field 
To conclude the novel near-field phaseless approach for the antenna far-field 
characterization was presented in this chapter. The method combines the global 
optimization, the compression method and the Fourier iterative algorithm in 
conjunction with conventional two-plane amplitude measurements. The GO is used 
to minimize the functional, the CoM is used to reduce the number of unknown 
variables, and the FIA is used to improve the estimate achieved by GO/CoM.  
The proposed algorithm is very robust and faster than minimization algorithms 
published so far. The algorithm does not require any initial guess in the region of the 
global minima or any additional information about the AUT. Initial estimate is 
obtained very quickly in a few tens of iterations. The described algorithm was 
applied for the phase reconstruction of two electrically large antennas (dish antenna 
and lens antenna). The accuracy of the far-field patterns obtained by the phase 
retrieval algorithm is comparable with other minimization methods. 
3.2   POSSIBILITY OF SINGLE AMPLITUDE MEASUREMENTS  
The classic minimization methods are based on the minimization of the difference 
between the calculated amplitudes and the measured ones on two plane surfaces (on 
a single surface with two different probes) in the near-field region. In this section of 
the thesis, the possibility of using amplitudes from only one scanning plane in 
functional based method is discussed and compared with two-plane algorithm [24]. 
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3.2.1 Single-plane functional based algorithms 
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Fig. 11 Flow chart of the single plane minimization algorithm 
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Fig. 12 Single plane Fourier iterative algorithm 
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The principle of this method is the same as of the previous ones and exploits 
combination of the global technique with local one. Since only one set of the 
measured amplitudes is used, the minimization process is simplified and speeds up 
compared with the two-plane algorithm. The single-plane algorithm of the 
functional minimization assumes knowledge of the amplitudes on one plane, 
scanning plane distance from the AUT and dimensions of the AUT. The flow chart 
of the algorithms is the same like two-plane algorithm but only one branch is used, 
see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.  
3.2.2 Comparison of the single-plane and two-plane algorithms 
The comparison of the single-plane and two-plane algorithms was done on data of 
the antenna array and phased antenna array.  
The single-plane minimization algorithm exploiting the GO and the CoM (Fig. 
11) was used for initial reconstruction of the phases and amplitudes on the antenna 
aperture. The estimate was obtained after 20 iterations of the minimization method. 
The agreement between the retrieved far-fields and the theoretical one was excellent 
in domain ⎪kx(y) /k⎪ = 0.2 (main lobe and side lobes), see blue dotted line in Fig. 13. 
Fig. 13 also shows improved radiation patterns achieved after using single/two 
planes FIA. The reconstructed far-field of the antenna array show that the FIA based 
on one plane amplitudes has achieved comparable results with FIA based on two 
plane amplitudes.  
Far-field reconstruction of the phased antenna array was also made for 
verification of these considerations. This phased antenna array has the same physical 
parameters as the previous antenna array but there is difference in the feeding of 
individual elements. They are fed so that the phase is changed linearly along the axis 
x and y, resulting phase change in the axis was equal to 65.3o. This resulted in a 
deflection of the main lobe in the direction θ = 14° and φ = 14 °.  
Initial estimate was obtained by RCGA/DCT method after 20 iterations, dotted 
blue line in Fig. 14. At first sight it may seem that the initial estimate does not lie in 
the global minimum but the reconstructed far-field obtained after applying two-
plane iterative algorithm proves the opposite, see Fig. 14. We can observe good 
agreement with theoretical radiation pattern in this case. On the other hand, the 
single plane FIA is not able to achieved results with required accuracy.  
To conclude, it was found out that knowledge of the amplitudes on one plane is 
sufficient for getting of the initial estimate which lies in the global minimum area. 
Thus, the process of obtaining the initial estimate can be simplified and speeded up 
compared with the two-plane algorithm. These considerations were also confirmed 
for the phased antenna array. The single-plane FIA can be used only if the main lobe 
is perpendicular to the plane of the antenna and if we reconstruct the radiation 
patterns of the antenna having relatively simple electric field distribution on antenna 
aperture then accuracy of the obtained results is sufficient. Otherwise, the accuracy 
can strongly depend on the problem [24]. 
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Fig. 13 Reconstructed radiation patterns of the antenna array; H plane 
 
Fig. 14 Reconstructed radiation patterns of the phased antenna array; H plane 
4  APPLICATION OF THE NOVEL ALGORITHM FOR 
CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 
Planar NF/FF schemes have been the subject of the research in the previous part 
of the work. In this section, attention will paid to the application of the novel phase 
retrieval techniques for cylindrical geometry. The cylindrical measurements are 
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more time-consuming than the planar one and from the mathematical point of view 
the cylindrical phase retrieval schemes are also more complicated for 
implementation.  
4.1   NEAR-FIELD CYLINDRICAL SCANNING 
Knowledge of the tangential components on an arbitrary surface, which, ideally, 
completely surrounds the measured antenna, allows calculating the field anywhere 
outside this surface, including in far region [4], [5]. However, the practical 
implementation of cylindrical scanning requires the scanning cylinder of final 
dimensions. Using the scanning cylinder of final dimensions carries an error in the 
calculated far field. The size of this error is dependent on the relative intensity of the 
field outside the scanning cylinder (i.e. on the size of the field, which is failure due 
to final scanning cylinder) [3].  
 
Fig. 15 Relevant to scanning geometry 
Cylindrical near-field scanning can provide complete angular coverage of the 
AUT field in horizontal plane but it is limited by the finite height of the cylinder in 
the vertical plane. The minimum radius of the scan cylinder enclosing AUT must be 
greater than Rmin, where Rmin is the largest transverse dimension of the AUT in given 
cut. Thus, scanning of the antenna near-field is carried out in the interval of the 
distances Rmin and 2D2/λ. 
4.2   PHASE RETRIEVAL CYLINDRICAL ALGORITHM 
The designed functional based method was made-over for cylindrical scanning 
geometry. Unlike in the planar field the goal of the algorithm is to find the minimal 
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value of functional representing the electric field distribution on the cylinder with 
minimum radius Rmin, see Fig. 15. The radius Rmin corresponds to the largest 
transverse dimension of the AUT [26]. Also in this case of the cylindrical scanning 
the amplitudes on single and two cylinder surfaces will be assumed and comparison 
of the methods will be done.  
Since it was found out that the backward transformation is less accurate than the 
forward transformation the classic minimization approach instead of the new one is 
used [22]. The classic minimization approach does not employ backward 
transformation. Otherwise the cylindrical minimization algorithm was designed 
according to the planar algorithm. The fitness function to be minimized has also the 
same form (1).  
 
Fig. 16 Flow chart of the cylindrical minimizing algorithm 
The classic approach used in the designed minimization method is shown in Fig. 
16. First, random initial estimate of the electric field distribution on the cylinder Rmin 
is performed. Zero padding is applied to the distribution to get the same extension as 
the scanning surfaces have. After this operation, the initial electric field is 
propagated using Hankel functions to the distance of the first and the second 
scanning surfaces. In the next step, the computed and the measured amplitudes are 
compared. For electrically large antennas the minimization algorithm is 
complemented by the image compression method (DCT). The procedure is repeated 
until the maximum number of iterations is reached. In the next part the FIA is used 
for improving of the initial estimate obtained by minimization algorithm. The made-
over algorithm for cylindrical case is depicted in Fig. 17. In the FIA backward 
transformations are used so we have to keep in mind that we introduce error into the 
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algorithm by using backward transformations. Finally, the calculated electric field 
distribution on cylinder Rmin is used to calculate the far-field pattern of the antenna. 
[27].  
In the case of the single-plane algorithms the schemes have only one difference. 
Since amplitudes on a single surface only are assumed, the transformations to the 
second cylinder are eliminated. 
 
Fig. 17 Flow chart of the Fourier iterative method for cylindrical case 
4.3   APPLICATION OF THE DESIGNED MINIMIZATION METHOD FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION OF RADIATION PATTERNS 
The algorithm was also experimentally tested on a standard X-band dish antenna 
having a reflector diameter of 0.34 m. The experimental measurements were carried 
out in collaboration with the Microwave Laboratory of the University of Calabria, 
Italy [17]. 
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The reconstruction was carried out for electric field component Ez only. The 
minimization approach with the DCT was used for the initial reconstruction of the 
phases and amplitudes on the cylinder of radius 0.35 m (Rmin). RVGA/DCT method 
exploits for the reconstruction 20 coefficients instead of 529 complex parameters 
representing electric field distribution on cylinder Rmin. Accuracy of the radiation 
patterns obtained after one hundred iterations was not sufficient, especially in H 
plane. It is due to the lossy compression method used. Subsequently, the FIA was 
used to improve the initial estimate obtained by RVGA/DCT, see Fig. 18 and Fig. 
19. For the two-surface FIA, the agreement between the retrieved far-field and far-
field obtained by transformation of the complex near-field data is excellent in the 
domain of the main lobe. We can observe that the retrieved far-field becomes less 
accurate approximately below -30 dB. 
The use of single cylinder FIA showed the problem with reconstruction of 
radiation pattern, especially in H plane where it was not even able to reconstruct the 
main lobe. So, knowledge of the amplitudes on one cylinder is sufficient for getting 
the initial estimate lying in the global minimum. Thus, the process of obtaining the 
initial estimate can be simplified and speeds up compared with the two-cylinder 
algorithm. But to refine the results, the two-cylinder FIA is necessary.   
 
Fig. 18 Reconstructed H plane radiation patterns of the dish antenna after applying the      
single-surface FIA and the two-surface FIA 
The novel phase retrieval method combining global optimization with image 
compression method and simple iterative method was described in this chapter. The 
method was applied for the cylindrical near-field phaseless measurements. The 
designed method eliminates the disadvantages of the previous cylindrical methods 
[6], [8]. The algorithm does not require an initial estimate in the area of the global 
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minima obtained by a rough phase measurement, and does not need additional 
information about the measured antenna.  
The reconstructions carried out on cylindrical surface confirmed the findings 
established during the reconstruction on plane surface. 
 
Fig. 19 Reconstructed E plane radiation patterns of the dish antenna after applying the       
single-surface FIA and the two-surface FIA 
5  CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis deals with the reconstruction of the radiation patterns from phaseless 
measurements in the near field. This theme is still current and a complete solution 
has not been found for many problems yet. Particularly, the effective minimization 
of the functional and the effective reconstruction of the phase distribution are the 
biggest problems of all the current methods. 
Under these circumstances, the properties of minimization algorithm were 
researched. The selection of the minimization approach, the optimization technique 
and the appropriate functional influences mainly convergence properties of the 
algorithm. That is why they were investigated and appropriately chosen. To reveal 
the global minimum area faster, the possibilities in the form of initial estimates for 
accelerating minimization algorithm were also considered. And finally, the idea of 
representation of the unknown electric field distribution by a few coefficients was 
implemented into the minimization algorithm. 
The novel near-field phaseless approach for the antenna far-field characterization 
combines a global optimization, an image compression method and a local 
optimization in conjunction with conventional two-surface amplitude measurements. 
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The global optimization method is used to minimize the functional, the image 
compression method is used to reduce the number of unknown variables, and the 
local optimization method is used to improve the estimate achieved by the previous 
method. As the minimization tool, two optimization techniques were chosen, Real-
Coded Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm Optimization. The decision on which 
method will be used is based on the number of optimized variables. Due to its best 
compression properties, the Discrete Cosine Transform is considered to reduce the 
number of unknown variables. The usage of a compression method for 
reconstruction of phase is completely original and had never been published before 
this thesis. The Fourier iterative algorithm which is commonly used in the 
reconstruction of radiation patterns is exploited as a local method. 
Other investigations presented in this thesis were focused on the possibilities of 
using amplitude from only a single scanning surface for reconstruction of the 
radiation pattern. It was found out that knowledge of the amplitudes on a single 
surface in the minimization algorithm is sufficient for obtaining initial estimate lying 
in the global minimum area. Thus, the process of obtaining the estimate can be 
simplified and speeds up compared with the two-surface algorithm. In the second 
part of the algorithm, in Fourier iterative algorithm, amplitudes from a single surface 
can be used only if the reconstruction is performed for antennas having relatively 
simple electric field distribution on antenna aperture and the main lobe 
perpendicular to the scanning surface. In these cases, the accuracy of the obtained 
results is comparable with algorithm using amplitude measurements over two 
surfaces. Otherwise, the accuracy can strongly depend on the investigated antenna. 
  The novel phase retrieval algorithm was applied also for cylindrical geometry. 
The reconstructions carried out on a cylindrical surface confirmed the findings 
established during the reconstruction on a plane surface. 
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ABSTRAKT 
Cílem disertační práce je navrhnout efektivně pracující algoritmus, který na 
základě bezfázového měření v blízkém poli antény bude schopen zrekonstruovat 
anténní blízké pole resp. vyzařovací diagram ve vzdáleném poli.  
Na základě těchto úvah byly zkoumány vlastnosti minimalizačního algoritmu. 
Zejména byl analyzován a vhodně zvolen minimalizační přistup, optimalizační 
metoda a v neposlední řadě i optimalizační funkce tzv. funkcionál.  Dále pro 
urychlení celého minimalizačního procesu byly uvažovány prvotní odhady. A na 
závěr byla do minimalizačního algoritmu zahrnuta myšlenka nahrazující hledané 
elektrické pole několika koeficienty. 
Další výzkum byl zaměřen na možnosti využití měřených amplitud pouze 
z jednoho měřícího povrchu pro rekonstrukci vyzařovacích charakteristik antén a 
využití nového algoritmu pro rekonstrukci fáze na válcové geometrii.  
 
 
ABSTRACT 
The aim of this dissertation thesis is to design a very effective algorithm, which is 
able to reconstruct the antenna near-field and radiation patterns, respectively, from 
amplitude-only measurements.  
Under these circumstances, the properties of minimization algorithm were 
researched. The selection of the minimization approach, optimization technique and 
the appropriate functional were investigated and appropriately chosen. To reveal the 
global minimum area faster, the possibilities in the form of initial estimates for 
accelerating minimization algorithm were also considered. And finally, the idea to 
represent the unknown electric field distribution by a few coefficients was 
implicated into the minimization algorithm. 
Other investigations were focused on possibilities of using amplitude from only 
single scanning surface for reconstruction of radiation patterns and the application of 
the novel phase retrieval algorithm for cylindrical geometry.  
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